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As the magazine of the nation’s oldest and largest environmental nonprofit, Sierra has a 
readership of more than 1 million engaged and educated citizens. 

Many thanks for your participation.  

School name:

Contact name and title:

Contact phone:

Contact email:

School city and state:

Number of students:

HONOR PLEDGE: By completing and submitting this questionnaire, you are certifying that 
all statements in this document are true to the best of your knowledge.

INITIAL: ______________ DATE: ______________

We at Sierra, the award-winning magazine of the Sierra Club, are compiling information for 
our fifth annual “Coolest Schools” issue, which will rate American colleges and universities 
according to their environmental practices, green initiatives, and caliber of sustainability-
oriented education. 

Schools that score highly in these realms may be contacted for further discussion and will 
receive recognition in the magazine’s September/October issue. Please download this 
interactive PDF and fill it out as thoroughly as possible. Save it with your responses as 2011_
coolschools_your school’s name and email it to cool.schools@sierraclub.org no later 
than April 20, 2011.

Note that this questionnaire will become a public document and that we will not be altering 
your responses before publishing them online. Questions left blank will receive no credit, 
and if a question requests a percentage, you must provide a number to receive a score. If you 
need more space to answer a question, you may attach pages. The scoring key will be available 
online once the issue is published.



Category 1: Energy Supply
1. Please break down the energy types that your campus uses for electricity by percentage. 
If your school purchases its electricity from a utility company, this information should be 
available from that company. If you insert a number into the “other” category, specify the 
energy source.

____% Coal      ____% Wind      ____% Biomass
 
____% Natural gas       ____% Solar     ____% Geothermal

____% Nuclear    ____% Hydro       ____% Other _____________________
 

2. What type(s) of energy does your campus use for heating buildings? If you insert a number 
into the “other” category, specify the energy source.

____% Coal    ____% Biomass ____% Electricity

____% Natural gas  ____% Geothermal ____ % Fuel oil

____% Other _____________________

If cogeneration, please explain. 



Category 2: Efficiency
1. What percentage of campus buildings completed within the past five years have a LEED 
certification of at least silver, or an equivalent rating from another certifier? (If an equivalent 
rating, please specify which rating and certifier.)

_______%

2. What percentage of water used for campus landscaping is from recovered, reclaimed, or 
untreated sources? 
_______%

3. What percentage of campus lighting fixtures, including indoor and outdoor, are energy 
efficient (e.g., compact fluorescent, LED, or equipped with motion sensors, automatic daylight 
shutoff, or other energy-conserving features)? 

_______%

4. What percentage of campus appliances are Energy Star–rated?

_______%

5. Does your school have in place energy-efficiency retrofitting programs, such as improving 
building insulation or sealing ducts? If yes, by what percentage have these programs reduced 
(or will they reduce) consumption over a three-year period?

____No 

____Yes   _______%

6. Does your school have a program to monitor, record, and assess patterns of electricity and 
water consumption as a means of regularly evaluating and improving buildings’ environmental 
performance? If yes, provide the percentage of buildings monitored for each and describe the 
program.

Electricity:
____No 

____Yes   _______%

Water:
____No 

____Yes   _______%

____No 

____Yes   _______%



Category 3: Food
1. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at cafeterias is grown or raised within 100 miles 
of campus?

_______%

2. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at campus cafeterias is USDA-certified organic?

_______%

3. Do campus cafeterias source seafood that is deemed sustainable by the Marine Stewardship 
Council, the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch Program, or a similar program?

4. What is the dollar amount spent on all cafeteria meat purchases per year? What is the total 
number of cafeteria meals served? If the meat is produced sustainably (for example, free-range 
or grass-fed), please explain.

5. Are nutritionally complete vegetarian and/or vegan options available at every meal?

6. Is bottled water sold or distributed on campus?

7. Does your school maintain a campus farm or garden on which students can work? 



Category 4: Academics
1. Does your school offer environment- and/or sustainability-related majors, such as 
environmental studies, ecology, or sustainable agriculture? If so, list up to six.

2. Does your school offer classes about clean technologies, including topics such as energy 
efficiency and solar-wind engineering? If so, list up to five.

3. Does your school provide students with a list of environmental and/or sustainability classes 
to make such courses easy to identify? Please provide a link, if available.

4. Please provide names of up to four standout professors who work on environmental and/
or sustainability issues. List their primary accomplishments, including awards, honors, and 
noteworthy publications.

5. Is your school associated with any environment- and/or sustainability-related centers, 
programs, or research institutions? If so, please provide their names and a description.

6. Is an environment-themed class a core curriculum requirement? If yes, please provide the 
name(s) of the course(s).

7. What percentage of academic departments offer environment- or sustainability-related 
classes?

_______%



Category 5: Purchasing
1. Does your school have a university-wide sustainable-purchasing policy? If yes, briefly 
explain.

2. What percentage of paper used on campus is made from at least 30% postconsumer recycled 
content?

_______%

3. Does your school purchase paper that is Forest Stewardship Council–certified?

4. Does your school have a policy to purchase electronics that have Electronic Product 
Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) certification (or similar)? If yes, please describe.

5. Does your school have packaging agreements with suppliers that minimize waste? If yes, 
please describe.

6. Does your school specify in its purchasing contracts that products with energy-saving 
features be installed or delivered with these features enabled? 



Category 6: Transportation
1. Does your school provide a free shuttle service around campus and town? If yes, briefly 
explain.

2. What percentage of your school’s vehicle fleet is hybrid or electric or uses sustainable 
biofuels? 

_______%

3. List specific steps your school has taken to promote walking and bicycling as transportation 
methods.

4. Does your school offer its students and employees incentives to carpool, take public transit, 
or use some other form of communal transportation? If yes, please describe.

5. Approximately what percentage of students commute to school in a car?

_______%

6. Approximately what percentage of faculty and staff commute to work in a car?

_______%



Category 7: Waste Management
1. What is your campus’s current waste-diversion rate (i.e., percentage of campus waste being 
diverted from landfills)?

_______%

2. Are recycling receptacles readily available throughout campus? If yes, please describe. 

3. Are recycling bins readily available at large events such as football games?

4. Does your school compost? If yes, are compost receptacles available at all or most on-
campus dining locations? Are compost receptacles available at all or most food-preparation 
facilities (i.e., cafeteria and restaurant kitchens)?

5. Does your school have a stated commitment to waste-reduction goals, such as zero waste? If 
applicable, briefly explain the plan of action.

6. Does your school administer a donation program for clothing and other used goods when 
students are moving out of campus housing? If so, are bins placed in every dormitory? 



Category 8: Administration
1. Is environmental sustainability part of your institution’s mission statement or guiding 
principles? If so, please provide the text or a link.

2. Does your school employ at least one person dedicated to overseeing campus environmental 
initiatives, such as a sustainability coordinator, or have a sustainability task force or committee? 
Is the coordinator position part-time or full-time?

3. Does your school have a formal policy to integrate life-cycle cost analysis into plans for 
constructing or renovating buildings? If yes, please explain. 

4. Has your school made an official commitment to reducing its impact on climate change by 
setting goals of emissions reductions by a certain date? If yes, does your school have a plan for 
achieving these reductions? If so, briefly explain the plan.

5. Has your school conducted a complete greenhouse-gas-emissions audit of its campus?

6. Has your school achieved a reduction in total annual carbon emissions? If yes, please explain 
and provide the benchmark year and percentage.



Category 9: Financial Investments
1. Is all information about your school’s endowment fund publicly available? Briefly explain.

2. Does your school have an investment-responsibility committee that considers and acts on 
environmental issues? If so, provide key examples of actions it has taken.

3. Does your school have, or is it planning to implement, a formal policy that restricts or 
prohibits investments in fossil fuels? If yes, briefly explain.

4. What percentage of your school’s overall endowment is invested in companies or funds that 
further renewable energy and clean technology?

_______%



Category 10: Other Initiatives
1. Have any of your school’s students effected positive environmental change on a campus, 
state, or national level? If so, please describe. (To nominate a specific student for greater 
attention in our coverage, please email cool.schools@sierraclub.org with his or her name, 
accomplishments, and contact information. For privacy reasons, please do not include 
students’ contact information here).

2. Have students participated in regional or national environmental challenges or events such 
as the Solar Decathlon or environmental design contests? If so, which events and how did they 
do?

3. Has your school set aside part of its campus as natural habitat, stipulated limited campus 
development, or enacted programs preserving its land? If so, please explain.

4. Does your school adhere to an indoor air-quality policy (e.g., the mandated use of nontoxic 
cleaning supplies or paints)? If yes, describe the policy.

5. Does your school offer outdoor- or field-based classes or academic programs? If so, please 
list and describe up to three. (To nominate a specific program for greater attention in our 
coverage, please email cool.schools@sierraclub.org with a detailed description and the 
program coordinator’s contact information.) 

6. Does your school offer campus-sponsored, nature-based extracurricular activities to students 
and/or faculty? If yes, please list and describe up to three. 



Category 10: Other Initiatives {continued}

7. What specific actions, if any, has your school taken to improve its environmental 
sustainability since spring 2010? Please list and describe.

8. Use this space to address any other unique or interesting sustainability initiatives at your 
school that have not already been mentioned:

Please save this PDF with your answers and email it to cool.schools@sierraclub.org
no later than April 20, 2011. Thank you very much for your participation.


	Text163: Indiana University, Bloomington
	Text164: William Brown, Director, Office of Sustainability
	Text165: 812-855-1822 
	Text166: brownwm@indiana.edu
	Text167: Bloomington, IN
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	Text169: WMB
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	Text179: .93
	Text180: All renewables/RECs
	Text181: 81.9
	Text182: 17.9
	Text183: 
	Text184: 
	Text185: 
	Text186: 0.2
	Text187: 
	Text188: 
	Text189: IUB has a microturbine inside the Central Heating Plant that works in parallel with our pressure reducing station valves. This turbine reduces the pressure of steam from 150 psi to 40 psi and produces electricity in that process. The microturbine is rated at 250 kW.

Two 20kW photovoltaic systems are also being installed on top of Briscoe and Tulip Tree residence halls, and are estimated to be on the grid by next year. 

A 2-kilowatt solar photovoltaic array panel will also be installed on the Indiana Memorial Union as a result of the Indiana University Student Foundation's (IUSF) 2010-11 Senior Challenge and  a $12,000 grant for the Sierra Club's Coal Free IU project. 

Indiana University Bloomington purchases renewable energy credits from Sterling Planet Inc. The REC type consists of 50% wind and 50% small hydro, where generators are located nationwide. The majority of the energy is sent to seven buildings on campus that are moving towards a LEED silver status, and the remaining is used to offset additional LEED buildings, events, and other activities on campus. Although the amount purchased is concrete, when the University will use part or the entirety of the REC energy is up to their discretion. It is currently planned out over the next four years, but subject to change. The University may also decide to purchase more REC's within this time.

Indiana University Bloomington is also in the process of creating an Integrated Energy Master Plan to phase out coal on campus, while making recommendations for alternatives to current heating, cooling, and electric systems.
	Text190: 
	Text191: 26.96
	Text192: 760849 Square Feet= Institution-owned buildings that were constructed or underwent major renovations in the past three years.
158600 Square Feet = New building space that is LEED Certified.
46500 Square Feet = New building space that is LEED Silver.

The Multi-Science Building, Jacobs School of Music, and International Studies Building constructions are expected to achieve LEED Gold certification in the near future. The Union Center Housing is expected to achieve LEED Silver certification in the near future.
	Text193: 0
	Text194: 
	Text195: ~91.5
	Text196: T-8s alone are estimated to comprise 85% of our indoor lighting. High Pressure Sodium outdoor lights constitutes 98% of our outdoor lighting.
	Text197: 
	Text198: Unfortunately, there is no way of obtaining an exact percent of our current appliances on campus, however, Indiana University, Bloomington has a policy in place that now dictates that all appliances and equipment purchased must be Energy Star compliant. The policy may be found at: http://www.indiana.edu/~purchase/policies/19_0.shtml
	Check Box199: 
	Check Box200: Yes
	Text201: 
	Text202: The Physical Plant Retrofit team has been established to provide for continuous improvement in building energy and resource effectiveness. Improvements have been made on 2 buildings already.
	Check Box203: 
	Check Box204: Yes
	Text205: 34.67
	Text206: Energy metering technology is installed in 182 out of 525 buildings on the Bloomington campus. There have been about 120 building, cooling tower, irrigation and master meters installed since 2003. Digital, radio-read metering systems have been purchased for installation in all IUB buildings; spring 2011 is the estimated completion date for installing the new metering systems.

Campus total water usage has decreased 24% since 2004, although the campus floor space has increased over 380,000 square feet in that time period.

Four Campus Energy Challenges have also heightened awareness of energy and water use on campus and resulted in savings of 2,753,850 kWh of electricity 6,061,365 gallons of water, 4,392,252 lbs. of carbon dioxide emissions, and $199,469 in avoided electricity costs.
	Check Box207: 
	Check Box208: Yes
	Text209: 22.86
	Text210: See above
	Text211: 15
	Text212: 
	Text213: 10
	Text214: 
	Text215: Yes, Indiana University Bloomington purchases seafood that meets Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch guidelines and/or Marine Stewardship Council Blue Ecolabel standards including: Catfish, Pacific Halibut, Rainbow Trout, Tilapia, Striped Bass, Mussels, Lobster, and Scallops.
	Text216: $4,072,861 was spent on meat and poultry during 2009-2010. A Portion of this meat was purchased from local sources, and vegetarian-fed beef is purchased from Fisher Farms.

Breakfast, lunch, and dinner is served at the Gresham Food Court at Foster, Wright Food Court, daily.
http://www.rps.indiana.edu/menushours.cfml
	Text217: Yes, complete vegetarian options are available at all locations, with an expanded vegan vegetarian menu offered at Collins Dining Hall.
	Text218: Yes, however, the Kelley School of Business and the Indiana Memorial Building were both equipped with 'hydration stations' to reduce bottled water demand on campus. These stations have a green ticker that counts the quantity of 12 ounce plastic bottles saved by using these stations.
	Text219: Students Producing Organics under the Sun (SPROUTS) is a collaborative student and community project focused on teaching environmental education and self-sufficiency through gardening, whose purpose is to sustainably produce food for student consumption and education. The overall mission of SPROUTS is to promote a holistic, sustainable environment on the IU campus and within the Bloomington community. We strive to: produce organic food; encourage local autonomy with food resources; cut back on the environmentally degrading and economically unsound process of shipping in food from outside the local community; invigorate waste and consumption reduction; implement composting of non-toxic, organic wastes on campus; educate the campus and local community about sustainable lifestyles, the interconnectedness of all of Life, and the wonder of the natural world; encourage hands-on learning outside of the classroom; promote community and trust without boundaries; create an environment conducive to health, knowledge, wisdom, prosperity, happiness, and compassion.
http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Clearinghouse/Students_Producing_Organics_under_the_Sun_(SPROUTS).html

The IU Garden Initiative was also started in 2011, which includes the design of an 'edible campus.' An "edible campus" demonstrates how sustainability, food security, and environmental quality can be linked through innovative urban design to produce food in a challenging urban setting, demonstrating ways to weave productive planting in urban spaces without diminishing their utility or functionality. The Designing an Edible Campus Series aims to achieve three goals: 1) Encourage communication and cooperation between existing entities interested in food and sustainability. 2) Collectively design creative ways to incorporate food production into institutional structures and activities. 3) Formulate a proposal for making IUB more beautiful, sustainable and edible.
http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Garden/edible.html
	Text220: School of Public and Environmental Affairs majors: 
Environmental Management, Ecosystem Science, Pollution control technologies and remediation, Applied Ecology, Environmental policy and natural resource management, Sustainable Development

School of Health, Physical education, and recreation majors:
Outdoor recreation and natural resource management, Park and recreation management

School of Geological Studies majors:
Human-Environment interaction
	Text221: E555 - Energy and the Environment
G208 13138 - Human/Environment Interactions
G315 20660 - Environmental Conservation
G442/G542 - Sustainable Energy Systems
E535 28458 - International Environmental Policy
E552 22309 - Environmental Engineering
E262 13775 - Environmental Problems and Solutions
V161 ALL - Urban Problems and Solutions
PHYS-P 120 Energy and Technology
PHYS-P 310/510 Environmental Physics
	Text222: Yes, http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Academics/sustainability_courses_SP11.html 
	Text223: Catherine M. Tucker- Anthropology
http://www.indiana.edu/~anthro/people/faculty/tucker.html

Eduardo Brondizio- Anthropology
http://www.indiana.edu/~anthro/people/faculty/brondizio.html

Emilio F. Moran- Anthropology
http://www.indiana.edu/~anthro/people/faculty/moran.html

L. Shane Greene- Anthropology
http://www.indiana.edu/~anthro/people/faculty/greene.html

Laura L. Scheiber	Anthropology
http://www.indiana.edu/~anthro/people/faculty/scheiber.html

Michael P. Muehlenbein- Anthropology
http://www.indiana.edu/~anthro/people/faculty/muehlenbein.html

David Kehoe- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=dkehoe

Ellen Ketterson- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=ketterso

Greg Demas- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=gdemas

Heather Reynolds- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=hlreynol

James Bever- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=jbever

Keith Clay- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=clay

Peggy Shultz- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=pschultz

Roger Hangarter- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=rhangart

Roger Innes- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=rinnes

Spencer Hall- Biology
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/faculty/directory/profile.php?person=sprhall

Gilvan Souza- Business
http://kelley.iu.edu/facultyglobal/FacultyProfile.cfm?ID=16101

Jeffrey McMullen- Business
http://kelley.iu.edu/facultyglobal/FacultyProfile.cfm?ID=13570

John Maxwell- Business
http://kelley.iu.edu/facultyglobal/FacultyProfile.cfm?ID=8442

Martin McCrory- Business
http://kelley.iu.edu/facultyglobal/FacultyProfile.cfm?ID=8483

Steven Kreft- Business
http://kelley.iu.edu/facultyglobal/FacultyProfile.cfm?ID=8448

John Galuska- Latin American & Caribbean Studies
http://indiana.academia.edu/JohnGaluska

Phaedra Pezzullo- Communication and Culture
http://www.indiana.edu/~cmcl/faculty/pezzullo.shtml

Stephanie Kane- Criminal Justice, Gender Studies
http://www.indiana.edu/~culturex/bio.html

Christoph Irmscher- English
http://www.indiana.edu/~engweb/faculty/profile_cIrmscher.shtml

Scott Sanders- English
http://www.indiana.edu/~engweb/faculty/profile_sSanders.shtml

James Reidhaar- Fine Arts
http://www.indiana.edu/~finaweb/test/cms/fina/areas/graphic-design/graphic-design-faculty/

Colin Johnson- Gender Studies
http://www.iub.edu/~gender/Johnson.html

Richard Wilk- Gender Studies
http://www.iub.edu/%7Egender/Wilk.html

Charles E. Greer-	Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/greer.shtml

Constance Brown- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/brown.shtml

Daniel Knudsen- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/knudsen.shtml

Danilo Dragoni- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/dragoni.shtml

Rebecca Barthelmie- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/barthelmie.shtml

Rebecca Lave- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/lave.shtml

Rinku Roy Chowdhury- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/roychowdhury.shtml

Roman Zlotin- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/zlotin.shtml

Sara Pryor- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/pryor.shtml

Scott Robeson- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/robeson.shtml

Tom Evans- Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/evans.shtml

Tony Grubesic (adjunct)- Geography
http://www.tonygrubesic.net/

William R. Black-	Geography
http://www.indiana.edu/~geog/people/black.shtml

Arndt Schimmelmann-Geological Sciences
http://geology.indiana.edu/schimmelmann/

Claudia Johnson- Geological Sciences
http://geology.indiana.edu/claudia/

Chen Zhu- Geological Sciences
http://geology.indiana.edu/zhu/

Greg A. Olyphant- Geological Sciences
http://geology.indiana.edu/olyphant/

Jeffrey R. White- Geological Sciences
http://geology-geoscience.indiana.edu/people/faculty2.php?n=white

Lisa Pratt- Geological Sciences
http://geology.indiana.edu/pratt/

Maria Mastalerz- Geological Sciences
http://geology.indiana.edu/mastalerz/

Simon C. Brassell- Geological Sciences
http://geology.indiana.edu/brassell/

James Capshew- History and Philosophy of Science, History
http://www.indiana.edu/~hpscdept/Fac-Capshew.shtml

Elisabeth Lloyd- History and Philosophy of Science
http://www.indiana.edu/~hpscdept/Fac-Lloyd.shtml

Douglas H. Knapp- HPER
http://info.hper.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1226.html

Fern Bonchek- HPER
http://info.hper.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1307.html

Fernando Ona- HPER
http://info.hper.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1351.html

Jeffrey Bransford- HPER
http://info.hper.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1584.html

Stephen Wolter- HPER
http://info.hper.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1282.html

Carolyn Waldron- Law
http://info.law.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1551.html

Jeffrey Hyman- Law
http://info.law.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1418.html

John Applegate- Law
http://info.law.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1391.html

Rob Fischman- Law
http://info.law.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1407.html

W. William Weeks- Law
http://info.law.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/1429.html

Ben Brabson- Physics
http://www.indiana.edu/~iubphys/research/faculty/Brabson.shtml

Paul Sokol- Physics
http://www.indiana.edu/~iubphys/research/faculty/Sokol.shtml

Christine Barbour- Political Science
http://www.indiana.edu/~iupolsci/bio_barbour.shtml

David Haberman- Religious Studies
http://www.indiana.edu/~relstud/faculty/haberman.shtml

Eli Blevis- School of Informatics and Computing
http://eli.informatics.indiana.edu/

Laurel Cornell- Sociology
http://www.indiana.edu/~soc/zbio_Cornell.html

Tim Bartley- Sociology
http://www.indiana.edu/~soc/zbio_Bartley.html

Tom Gieryn- Sociology
http://www.indiana.edu/~soc/zbio_Gieryn.html

Barry Rubin- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/rubin-barrym.shtml

Bill Jones- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/jones-williamw.shtml

Burney Fischer- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/fischer-burnellc.shtml

Christopher Craft- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/craft-christoperb.shtml

Clinton V. Oster Jr.- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/oster-clintonvjr.shtml

David Good- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/good-david.shtml

Diane Henshel- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/henshel-dianes%20.shtml

Evan Ringquist- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/ringquist-evanj.shtml

Henry Wakhungu- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/wakhungu-henryk%20.shtml

J.C. Randolph- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/randolph-jc.shtml

Jeffrey White- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/white-jeffreyr.shtml

Joseph Shaw- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/shaw-joseph.shtml

Kerry Krutilla- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/krutilla-kerry.shtml

Marc Lame- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/lame-marcl.shtml

Matt Auer- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/auer-matthewr.shtml

Melissa Clark- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/clark-melissaal.shtml

Osita Afoaku- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/afoaku-osita.shtml

Philip Stevens- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/stevens-philips.shtml

Rafael Reuveny- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/reuveny-rafael.shtml

Todd Royer- SPEA
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/royer-toddv.shtml

James Barnes- SPEA, Law
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/barnes-ajames.shtml

Kenneth Richards- SPEA, Law
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/richards-kennethr.shtml

Vicky Meretsky- SPEA, Law
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/meretsky-vickyj.shtml

Elinor Ostrom- SPEA, Political Science
http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/faculty/ostrom-elinor.shtml
	Text224: Yes
The Center for the Study of Institutions, Population, and Environmental Change (CIPEC): CIPEC relates to the causes, processes and outcomes associated with changes in forest conditions. The center’s field sites are located in Bolivia, Brazil, Guatemala, Honduras, Indiana, Mexico, Nepal and Uganda.
http://www.indiana.edu/~cipec/

The Anthropological Center for Training and Research on Global Environmental Change (ACT): ACT is an interdisciplinary training and research center on the human dimensions of global environment change. The center, which was founded in 1992, has focused on research related to human ecology, population and the environment, land use and land cover change, and deforestation.
http://www.indiana.edu/~act/

Center for Research in Environmental Science (CRES): The mission of CRES is to facilitate multidisciplinary research activities and funding in environmental sciences across Indiana University.
http://www.indiana.edu/~cres1/index.shtml

The Eppley Institute for Parks & Public Lands: The Eppley Institute's mission is to enhance access, choice, and quality of natural, cultural, and recreational experiences.
http://www.eppley.org/

Midwestern Regional Center-National Institute on Global Environment Change (NIGEC): The mission of the Institute is to support a network of research activities which focus on environmental issues related to global climate and environmental change.
http://www.research.iu.edu/centers/mrcnigec.html

The Population Institute for Research and Training (PIRT): The Institute's primary function is to promote and support the study of demography at IU. To that end, PIRT provides training courses in population analysis and demographic methods, facilities and personnel for funded research projects, and assistance to faculty and students who are seeking information, data, or funding opportunities in population research. The Institute's goals are to be a resource for faculty and student research in demography; to facilitate access to domestic and international sources of information on population; to develop close contacts with leading university and non-university population centers in the U.S. and abroad; to promote scholarly exchange between IU and U.S. and foreign scholars; to identify sources of external funding in population studies and inform IU faculty and students of these opportunities; and to offer expertise on population questions to the broader university community, the state of Indiana, and national and international agencies. 
http://www.indiana.edu/~pirt/
	Text225: Yes for the MSES and BSES degrees at SPEA: Applied Ecology
	Text226: 18.75
	Text227: 
	Text228: Yes
As we face global issues in economy, energy, climate change, equity, water and food, it is time that Indiana University, as a leading institute of higher education, move towards sustainability. The Indiana University Purchasing Department has been encouraging "green" purchasing over the years. Efforts are made in the areas of papers, cleaning products, furniture, carpets, and some food items, among others. It is a step-by-step progress towards moving Indiana University towards a sustainable campus.
http://www.indiana.edu/~purchase/sustainable/sustainable.shtml
	Text229: 30
	Text230: 
	Text231: Yes; Boise Paper Holdings
	Text232: The policy referenced in question 4 of the Efficiency category requires that “All energy consuming products, appliances and equipment purchased by the University shall be Energy Star qualified whenever possible or practical.” Purchasing is driving our suppliers through our contracts to offer those products to our campuses.
	Text233: Yes, IUB is working with vendors to reduce transportation packaging (e.g. require vendors shipping on a pallet to take it back with the next delivery; redesign shipping packaging for waste minimization or recyclability, etc).
	Text234:  Purchasing has recently renegotiated our Dell agreement to ensure that the computer bundles offered to our campus meet or exceed industry standards in efficiency such as Energy Star 4 and EPEAT Gold.  We have also negotiated a new Hewlett Packard agreement, which includes the same language.
	Text235: Yes
A strong, collaborative relationship exists between IU and the Bloomington Transit. This relationship allows for universal bus access for all students, faculty, and staff for both the IU Campus Bus as well as Bloomington Transit.

The City of Bloomington Transit offers a number of routes to and from IU’s campus. By showing your school ID students, faculty, and staff can ride for free.
	Text236: <1
	Text237: There is currently 1 Gasoline-electric, non-plug-in hybrid vehicle in the institution’s fleet, however Indiana University has implemented car-sharing programs such as Zip Car and Zimride.
	Text238: A sustainable walking map/tour can be found at http://www.indiana.edu/~spea/pubs/woodland.pdf. A "Bloomington by Bike and Bus" map is also available at http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/bikemap/index.html.

Bike racks, bike lanes, integrated commuting, secure bike parking, and lockers are also available for bicyclists around campus.

Indiana University Bloomington has also been named one of the first Bicycle Friendly Universities by the League of American Bicyclists, earning a 'bronze' award, valid form 2011-2015.

	Text239: Yes
Public transportation by city bus or school bus is free to any university affiliate who presents their id. Reduced fees for parking permits are also offered to members engaging in carpools.
	Text240: 25
	Text241: 
	Text242: 81
	Text243: 
	Text244: 31
	Text245: 
	Text246: Yes, recycling receptacles are readily available at the following locations: all academic buildings, campus libraries, residential buildings, dining halls, athletic buildings and the Indiana Memorial Union.

Recycling receptacles are found in every dining facility and on every floor of residential buildings and most/all of academic buildings.

The "More Art, Less Trash' campaign was designed to increase recycling outdoors. The contest has occurred four times (four years) now and has collected a comingled amount of plastics 1-7, metal cans, and glass bottles in 8-10 bins each year for from a four-week period to a 10 week period in its first year. The contest has collected a total of 9000 pounds of comingled plastics, metals, and glass.

A guide to campus office recycling can be found at: http://www.indiana.edu/~nowaste/documents/office_guide.pdf.

A guide to residence hall recycling can be found at: http://www.indiana.edu/~nowaste/documents/Howtorecycleinyourresidencehall.pdf.
	Text247: Yes, 'Greening Cream and Crimson' is an initiative started during the 2009-2010 school year to 'green' the athletic programs. As a result of this effort, bins for recycling are readily available throughout the stadium and tailgating fields. Recycled materials include: all plastics (no Styrofoam), aluminum, paper, cardboard, and paperboard.

Extra receptacles are also available during student move in for cardboard recycling. Beginning in 2008, 36 tons of cardboard have been recycled from this initiative. 
	Text248: Yes, at limited locations: Jordan hall has a rotating compost bin. Some composting is also being done at the Indiana Memorial Union building by an intern.
	Text249: Yes
A waste reduction plan is in planning stages to further reduce waste and increase recycling amounts. The 2020 Vision also sets a goal of reducing campus solid waste by 40% by 2020.
	Text250: Yes
The mission of the Hoosier-to-Hoosier Community Sale (H2H) is 
1) to divert reusable items generated during the student move-out from the landfill, 
2) to prevent additional resource consumption by selling collected items to students and community members in order to 
3) raise funds for local charities and other organizations.

H2H aims to intercept reusable items that would otherwise end up in the landfill from IU dormitories, Greek houses, and off-campus student housing. Items will be collected starting in late April/early May during the student move-out, primarily from the dormitories and Greek housing, and in off-campus housing primarily in late July and early August. Under an agreement with the IU Athletics Department, collected items will be stored under the bleachers at the southwest corner of the football stadium from early May through the 3rd week of August.

This year the sale was held on August 21, 2010. Both the collection of items and the sale were largely volunteer-powered. 20 tons of materials were collected and resold. This first ever initiative raised $10,487.10, which was donated to United Way and Habitat for Humanity to help them with their respective missions to help our neighbors in Monroe County.
	Text251: No, http://www.iub.edu/provost/campus/mission.shtml.
	Text252: Yes, IU employees two full-time staff members, a director and assistant director to the Office of Sustainability. A sustainability advisory board comprised of faculty, staff and students also exists. 7 Sustainability Working Groups contribute to environmental initiatives as well; groups include: Academic Initiatives, Transportation, Energy and Built Environment, Food, Sustainable Computing, Environmental Quality and Land Use, and Resource Use and Recycling.
	Text253: 
	Text254: Yes
The Campus Master Plan provides recommendations to achieve a 30% reduction in greenhouse gases by 2020, primarily through making buildings more energy efficient. IUB is beginning the process of identifying buildings for up to $15 million in Qualified Energy Savings Projects that will pay for themselves from energy savings. Four Campus Energy Challenges have heightened awareness of energy and water use on campus and resulted in savings of 2753850 kWh of electricity, 6061365 gallons of water, 4392252 pounds of CO2 emissions, and $199469 in avoided energy costs. The 2020 Vision also has set a standard of reducing energy consumption in campus buildings by 20% by the year 2020.
	Text255: Yes, http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/GHG/GHG.html.
	Text256: Yes
In 2005 Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions totaled 401112.70 Metric Tons of CO2 Equivalent, with 22583 on-campus residents. In 2009 Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions totaled 369468.10 Metric Tons of CO2 Equivalent, with 23320 on-campus residents.
	Text257: Yes
If the public were to ask for investment holdings, under the Indiana Open Records Law, we are required to provide this information.
	Text258: Not at this time.
	Text259: Not at this time, however, an Integrated Energy Master Plan is under construction, which would study overall current campus energy use and make recommendations for energy consumption and potential for alternatives to current heating, cooling, and electric systems. 
	Text260: 3.72
	Text261: Yes
The value of holdings in sustainable industries, such as renewable energy or sustainable forestry is derived from:
5% of venture portfolio: $3.3 million
100% of Timber Portfolio: $35.85 million
IUF defines the entire timber allocation as sustainable as they are like a corn crop grown on land specifically for loblolly pine and some other species – not existing in forests.
41% of Energy Portfolio is Natural Gas: $8.2 million
Although natural gas is not a renewable energy, it is included due to the attractive attributes of this energy source and its relative cleanliness compared to coal.
	Text262: Yes
The 2008 Energy Challenge developed out of an Informatics Masters capstone project. David Roedl, a student in Human Computer Interaction Design in the School of Informatics, developed an interactive website similar to Oberlin College’s Resource Monitoring System to showcase each dorm’s consumption. The website allows users to see how much energy and water their dorm or Greek house is consuming compared to their competitors.

Roedl’s website was the catalyst for the Energy Challenge that lasted from March 20 – April 17, 2008. The Greek houses did not participate in the first competition. Overall, the 10 participating dorms saved 446,139 kWh of electricity and 613,919 gallons of water compared to their three year baseline. These conservation efforts attributed to an estimated cost savings of $26,000.

The interactive website displays the rankings of each participating dormitory building and Greek house. The amount of water and electricity is displayed as a percentage of the one- month baseline. In addition to displaying standings, the website offers tips for conservation and useful links such as ecological footprint calculators and phantom load charts. The official rules of the challenge are also displayed.This Masters Capstone Project secured David Roedl a spot at the 2008 Microsoft Imagine Cup Interface Design Competition in Paris, France. The competition allots 24 hours for contestants to work through a website design problem and prepare a presentation. Although Roedl and his teammate, Will Odom, were late due to a delayed flight, they won first place.
	Text263: Yes
RecycleMania 2010, 2011
In its first year (2010) participating in the RecycleMania contest, IU Bloomington campus finished #24 in rankings for cumulative recycling pounds with 457,550 pounds.
In the 2010 cumulative pounds of waste per person, IU Bloomington placed first in the state of Indiana and #76 in the RecycleMania contest with 37.53 pounds per person/ cumulative.
	Text264: Yes
Interns worked to convert the 12-acre grass field adjacent to Hilltop Garden and Nature Center from a lawn of non-native and invasive grass species into a no-mow prairie of native Indiana plant species. The development of a labyrinth footpath design in the emerging prairie will allow and encourage community members to visit.
	Text265: Yes
Indiana University Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S) and IU Physical Plant (PP) are responsible for addressing indoor air related concerns. PP addresses comfort issues associated with adequate fresh air, temperature, dust, humidity, water related issues and mold remediation. EH&S gets involved if there are health related concerns with any of the above parameters and routinely addresses complaints from the University community. These procedures are all spelled out in the campus policy entitled: INDOOR AIR QUALITY (IAQ) PROGRAM
	Text266: Yes
E 443 Habitat Analysis—Aquatic (3 cr.): This is an experiential field methods course. Students work in teams, collecting field data to test hypotheses about aquatic habitats. Students will learn new methods and field skills in local creeks, lakes, and wetlands, then prepare scientific reports that incorporate statistical analysis to be presented in a class symposium.

SPEA–E 546 Stream Ecology (3 cr.): Advanced limnology course that explores patterns and processes characterizing stream ecosystems. Takes a holistic approach that includes: physical, chemical and biological stream characteristics; watershed patterns; and stream processes (trophic dynamics, colonization and dispersal, community dynamics, and responses to change). A four-hour weekly lab and group project develop necessary analytical skills.

BIOL–L 376 Biology of Birds (4 cr.): The course is a 4 credit lecture/lab course intended for biology majors. The course provides a general overview of avian systematics, distribution, evolution, ecology, and behavior; emphasis is placed on avian physiology, migration and orientation, territoriality, communication, and reproductive behaviors. Field trips concentrate on visual and auditory identification of local birds, interpretation of behavior and interactions between birds, and field study research methods. Labs focus on the study of taxonomy, topography, feather structure, plumages and molts, sexual dimorphism, and anatomy. Three exams, including a cumulative final, are short-answer, essay format where students are expected to apply and explain concepts discussed in lecture.  Students will also be asked to learn to recognize the different orders and select families of birds of the world, as well as how to ID unfamiliar birds using a field guide. You will gain a new appreciation not only for birds, but all of nature as we explore the biology of birds in the lab, lecture and out in the field!

SPEA-E 440 Wetlands: Biology and Regulation (3 cr.): This course focuses on structural and functional characteristics of wetlands, their importance as a natural resource and value to society. Topics include characteristics used to identify and classify wetlands, adaptations for living in wetlands, community structure and ecosystem processes, functions and values. Management of wetlands includes jurisdictional delineation and hydrogeomorphic assessment.

SPEA-E 442 Habitat Analysis—Terrestrial (3 cr.): This is an experiential field methods course. Students work as teams, collecting field data to test hypotheses about forest habitats. Students will learn new methods and field skills in local parks and forests, then prepare scientific reports that incorporate statistical analysis to be presented in a class symposium.

SPEA-E 461 Fisheries and Wildlife Management Laboratory (3 cr.): Practical experience course in which students identify fish and wildlife in the field for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of and making recommendations for change to existing wildlife plans.

SPEA-E 528 Forest Ecology and Management(3#cr.): Field and laboratory exercises in quantitative analysis of forest ecosystems. Sampling and data collection methodologies. Data analysis and interpretation. Concepts in forest ecology and forest management.

SPEA-E 455 Limnology (4 cr.)
	Text267: IU Outdoor Adventures: Indiana University Outdoor Adventures is an outdoor recreation program that serves the Bloomington campus and surrounding community. If you love the great outdoors, IUOA is the place to get in gear for your next trip! You can rent or buy quality camping and hiking gear, organize a custom experience, take skills courses for college credit, climb our new bouldering wall, or sign up for adventure trips. Additionally, please check out our testimonials and FAQ pages for more about our program. (http://imu.indiana.edu/iuoa/index.shtml)

IUB Adventurous: The Wilderness Adventure trips provide an excellent opportunity to get a head start as an IU student. While on these trips you will learn about student involvement, academic life and diversity at IU while at the same time experiencing a wide array of outdoor activities like hiking, kayaking, climbing and cave exploration. (http://www.indiana.edu/~fye/iubeginnings/badventurous/index.html)

The Office of Sustainability also sponsors nature-based extracurricular activities. The Edible Garden Initiative for example, encourages students, faculty, and staff to prepare for spring planting at the Bryan House every Wednesday from 3:30 to 4:30 pm.(http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Garden/index.html)
	Text268: In the spring of 2009 the Office of Sustainability was created. 
After its creation, many programs, policies, and initiatives have resulted. These include:
-Creation of a Campus Master Plan (http://masterplan.indiana.edu/iub/iub.cfm)
-Creation of the Campus Sustainability Report (http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/docs/Campus_Sustainability_Report.pdf)
-Creation of a multitude of websites relating to sustainability (http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/home.html)
-Creation of the academic year internship program (http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Intern/learn_program.html)
-Acquisition of digital meters for all campus buildings (to be installed by spring 2011)
-E-waste program (http://www.ewaste.indiana.edu/)
-LEED Certification of 3 building (2 LEED Silver) 
	Text269: (continued from above)
-Creation of the Campus Sustainability Advisory Board and seven working groups
(http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/CSAB/index.html)
-An expanded Energy Challenge (incorporates academic buildings, residential buildings, and Greek houses during both fall and spring semesters) (http://energychallenge.indiana.edu/index.html)
-Themester 2010: Sustain-ability: Thriving on a Small Planet (http://themester.indiana.edu/themester2010/)
-Creation of a Green Team Program (http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Green_Teams/index.html)
-Participation in RecycleMania (http://www.recyclemania.org/ -view participating schools)
-Creation of Hoosier to Hoosier community sale for student move out waste reduction (http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/hoosier_to_hoosier/)
-Greening athletics initiative 'Greening Cream and Crimson' (http://iuhoosiers.cstv.com/ot/greeningIU.html)
-Partnership with Eco Cell (http://www.eco-cell.com/)
-Zip Car and ZimRide Programs  (http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Transportation/sustainability_zipcar.html; http://parking.indiana.edu/parking_operations/alt_zimride.aspx)
-Campus garden pilot for an edible campus  (http://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/Garden/edible.html)
-Plans for the installation of 2 20 kW PVC panels on Briscoe and Tulip Tree, 1 2 kW PVC on the Indiana Memorial Union
-Creation of the Student Sustainability Council (http://www.indiana.edu/~iubssc/)
-Creation of the 'Green fund' (http://petitions.indiana.edu/green)
-STARS silver sustainability rating (IUB was the 7th school to submit information for a STARS rating, developed by AASHE) (https://stars.aashe.org/institutions/indiana-university-bloomington-in/report/2011-01-05/)


